
Dragon Blast™ 

Asian Themed title with a symbol-triggered Bonus with 10 initiating Free Spins and a Reel Expanding 

Feature. The Reel Expanding Feature may mysteriously trigger with each spin initiated by players. When 

the feature is triggered up to 4 boards are blown off revealing up to an additional 4 high reel positions. 

This Reel Expanding Feature is also in the base game, but when triggered blows all three boards off the 

reels revealing an additional 3 high reel positions. 

In the randomly triggered Bonus Pick Feature, touch items until you collect three matching symbols for 

a guaranteed win of one of the four Bonus Jackpots! Dragon Blast also features the Power XStream 

feature, which maximizes your number of ways to win by evaluating awards based on the number of 

symbols. 

GAME FEATURES 

Power XStream – Maximizes the number of ways to win by evaluating awards based on the number of 

symbols in any positions. 

Base Feature – Dragon cannons mysteriously triggers an explosion animation that blows boards off the reel 

revealing additional reel levels. 

Free Spins – Ten free spins are awarded with 3 or more Bonus on screen. Each spin there is a chance 

that boards are blown off screen. Any boards blown up stay removed until the end of the free game 

bonus. 

Bonus Pick Bonus – This Feature is randomly triggered any time a wild symbol lands on the reels during 

the base game. The Pick Bonus enables you to pick until you get three matching Bonus symbols. The 

Bonus Jackpot you win is based on the three matching symbols you pick, which correspond with the 

Grand, Major, Minor, or Mini Jackpot. Player choices made during gameplay do not affect the game's 
outcome.

GAME INFORMATION 

RTP: 95.97% 

Volatility: High 

Min Bet: 88 

Default Bet: 88 

Max Bet: 880 

Min Denom: 1 

Max Denom : 20 

Default Denom: 1 

Reels: 3x5 – 7x5 

Evaluation: 243 - 16807 Ways to Win 

Malfunction voids all plays and pays.
The prizes are paid in accordance with the payout table available on the game interface.
With the exception of a game triggered during a bonus round, any game in progress will be completed 
after 24 hours and the corresponding prize, if any, will be deposited into the account.


